
Super Layer construction flow-chart (1/2)
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(±10% of
nominal)

yes

no
are all

ok?

yes

noall I-beams
grounded ?

no

yes

are all
endplugs

ok?

Check
coordinatograph

and wire meas. tool
w.r.t. references

put 1st Al plate on table, place it w.r.t.
references and block it.

1. Check:
➨ are strips warped, damaged or

other?
➨ is plate clean?

Prepare tool with I-beams and
end-plugs

1. Check: I-beams correctly
placed lengthwise

1. Check:
➨ proper staggering

selected
➨ enough glue in

dispenser reservoirs

Hook tool to crane  and
position masks for glue drops

Dispense glue cordons

remove masks

place I-beams + end-plugs in
position

T ≥ 6 hrs

place weight on tool

remove weights and store

dis-engage end-plug tool and
remove tool

glue faulty end-
plugs with manual
tool

check for excess glue near
endplugs and eliminate if
needed

insert cathodes HV contacts
and cross-check

ground floating I-
beams

lay-down wires

1. substitute wires
outside 500 µm
from nominal

2. note wires with
position within
500 µm from
nominal

check wire tension

replace wire(s)

prepare next al plate
1. Check:

➨ are strips warped, damaged
or other?

➨ is plate clean?

1. Check:
➨ enough glue in dispenser

reservoirs
➨ position masks for end-plugs

dispense glue and remove masks

bring Al plate, position it w.r.t.
references, block it and place weights
on plate

remove weights and store

weld ground straps on sides

glue corner blocks and
measure them w.r.t.
references

check HV contacts of central
electrodes

cure problem

End of SL mechanics assembly;
Super Layer ready to be moved to
other table for gas enclosure
finishing, HV and electronics
installation, tests
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meas. wires position (both
ends)



Super Layer construction flow-chart (2/2)

yes

Accepted Super
Layer

yes

no
OK ?

no

yesunrecoverable
problem or ≥
5% unstable

cells?

no
all OK?

final HV test (with final gas and O2

content ≤ 500 ppm):
➨ slowly (∆V/∆T≈ 20 V/s) ramp

to nominal voltages
➨ monitor/record currents every

5 mins
➨ perform HV conditioning

(ramp up and down every 2
hrs) for 4-5 days

➨ at the end channels must be
stable and currents per channel
must be ≤ 50 nA

yes

yes

no

yes

unrecoverable
problem?

no
gas test

OK?

Final gas test:
➨ flush at high flow (≈ 10

volume changes/day)
➨ after 4-5 volume changes

O2 content should be ≤
0.1%

➨ when O2 content ≤ 500 ppm
turn flux to 1 volume
change/day

➨ after ≤ 6 hrs O2 must be
steadly ≤ 500 ppm

no
unrecoverable

problem?

no

yes

after 30 mins
Pover still  ≥ 8

mbar ?
(except effects

from Patm)

1st gas test:
➨ connect SL to gas circuit
➨ give 10 mbar overpressure

(Pover)
➨ measure every 5 mins Pover

and Patm

yes

yes

no
are there ≥ 1%
unrecoverable

HV problems in
this SL?

noare all channels
OK and currents

≤ 100 nA,
decreasing?

perform 1st HV test in
air, set:
➨ VC = -1500 V
➨ VS =   1900 V
➨ VW =  3700 V

T ≥ 6 hrs

yes

nothickness
within ± 200

µm from
nominal?

receive Super Layer
from glueing table

measure thickness

REJECT SL !!

glue lateral and
frontal profiles for
gas enclosure

glue 4 internal gas
stoppers

install HVB, HVC,
FEB and cabling

(change values
for Padova,
Madrid, Aachen
and Torino)

cure problem; if not possible
insulate a complete cell

REJECT SL !!

install provisional
(transparent) gas covers

cure problem

REJECT SL !!

cure problem

REJECT SL !!

cure problem

REJECT SL !!

verify consistency of single
rates with cosmics

final gas test with proper gas
covers

cure problem
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